Using variational wavefunctions calculated from the particles+m-a-sphere model, and an ab initio electric dipole moment function, we have calculated intensities for the allowed rotation-vibration transitions involving states with J=O, 1, 2 in the pure rotational, v2, and 2v2 bands of water. A comparison of our results with experimental and rigid-rotor intensities suggests that our wavefunctions correctly take into account substantial rotation-bending interactions, but run into difficulties for the 2~5 band, where the neglected stretch-bend interactions are important.
Introduction
The calculation of transition intensities often serves as a much more stringent test of the accuracy of wavefunctions than does the calculation of energy levels. For water, most intensities have been calcu-, lated [ l-3 ] using dipole moment functions obtained by fitting experimental intensities. A few calculations of vibrational band intensities have been performed using ab initio electric dipole moment functions [ 4,5 1, but these calculations have not included rotational structure. Here we have made such a calculation of intensities for allowed transitions involving states with J=O, 1, 2 in the pure rotational, u2, and 2u2 bands of water.
The variational wavefunctions we employed were calculated using the particles-on-a-sphere method [ $7 1, which arises naturally from the adiabatic separation of high-frequency stretching modes from bending and rotational modes. As a zero-order approximation, the water molecule is simulated by having the two hydrogens confined to move on a sphere around the oxygen [ 61. Various refinements have been made to include excited states of stretching vibrations [ 71, and work is in progress to include the interaction of stretching and bending motions into this physical picture. For the present work, however, we consider only the zero-order model and thus concern ourselves only with transitions corresponding to rotational and bending excitations.
Method of calculation
The particles-on-a-sphere wavefunctions employed here were calculated using the kinetic energy operator described in ref.
[ 61 and the CameyCurtiss-Langhoff potential [B] . (We found only small changes in our calculated intensities when other potentials were used). These functions are of the form 161 xX(81, PI, &, cd 3 (1)
where the variables correspond to the space-fixed spherical polar coordinates of the two H atoms, and d is the antisymmetrization operator. The radial localization of the H atoms in the ground stretching state leads to their radial wavefunction being well approximated by
The angular wavefunction is 
In order to perform the necessary integrals with the dipole moment function in internal coordinates, these basis functions were transformed, using the method and conventions of Hunter and Berry [ 91, into functions depending on the H-O-H bond angle (8 J and the Euler angles of the body-fixed bisector frame x'y'z':
(5) where <.iLmlj2m2
and (O:, q~ :) are the spherical polar coordinates of hydrogen atom i in the body-fixed frame. With our choice of this frame, the H-O-H triangle lies in the x'z' plane with the 0 at the origin and the x' axis bisecting t?,,, such that
The coupled spherical harmonics of eq. (4) naturally and implicitly take into account interactions between bending and rotation; this is seen explicitly in the transformed form given in eq. (5). The ab initio electric dipole moment function we used was that of Rosenberg, Ermler, and Shavitt (RES) [ lo] , who calculated its body-fixed Cartesian components as functions of the deviations of the internal coordinates R,, R2, and 8,2 from their equilibrium values. In order to transfonn~ into the spacefixed frame, we rewrite it as a spherical tensor [ 
and the matrix element necessary for calculating the line intensity is (10)
Since the integrations over both the Euler angles and the radial variables can be effected analytical, we are left with only a one-dimensional integral over e12 to perform numerically. The above matrix element corresponds to Rz of Flaud and Camy-Peyret [ 11, whose formulae we used to convert this quantity into an intensity.
Results and discussion
Our results for pure rotational transitions are presented in table 1 and compared with those of Flaud et al. [2] and with pure rigid-rotor intensities calculated using experimental values for the rotational constants [ contrast, our variational functions yield quite good relative intensities, as seen in the nearly constant value of the ratio of our intensities to those of ref.
[ 31 in the final column of table 2. This suggests that our wavefunctions correctly take into account the interaction of bending and rotation. Our absolute numbers appear to be too large by an average factor We do not present our results for the 2~ band since neither the relative nor absolute intensities we calculated were accurate, the results being too small by a factor ranging from about 3 to 5. This appears to be a consequence of neglect of stretch-bend interactions, which are particularly important for this band because of its near-degeneracy with the v1 and v3 bands. We hope to improve these results and to make accurate calculations possible for the vI and v3 bands as well by substituting for the function @(RI, R2 ) in eq. (2) 
